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Basic propositions 

Leadership as a management of meanings 

Organizational culture as a determinant of shared 
meaninigs

A leader has to shape organizational culture in order to 
be a leader

The relationship between leadership and organizational 
culture is twofold: leaders shapes culture and culture 
shapes leadership
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The definition of organizational culture

Shared assumptions, values, norms and attitudes

manifested through symbols which members of 

organization developed through shared experience and

which help them to determine meanings of the world

around them and how to behave in this world
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Characteristics of organizational
culture

Social character

Impact on people’s thinking and behaving

History, experience, time 

Stability

Uniqueness, specificity

Consistency, purpose, order, certainty
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Organiaztional culture is important
because

It determines meanings which organizational members 
attach to events in an organization and around it 
through wich it determines their interpretation of the 
reality that surrounds them
through which it influences all decisions, actions and 
interactions of organizational members
through which it influences all components of 
organization 

Strategic and operational decisions  
Control system
Organizational structure 
Leradership style 
Employee motivation
Human resource management  
Change management
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Organizational culture model 
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Content of organizational culture

Cognitive components
Assumptions 

Values 

Norms 

Attitudes 

Symbolic components
Semantic symbols 

Behavioral symbols

Material symbols 
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A little boy 
Jedan mali dečko nije ništ' uživ'o

Sve je shvat'o tužno, sve je shvat'o krivo
Mučila ga često i ta mis'o crna:

''Zašt' nijedna ruža da nije bez trna?''.
A taj dečko je im'o veseloga druga

Koga nije lako obarala tuga
A zašto ga nije, verujte mi zato

što je svašta lepše, veselije shvat'o
Pa on njemu kaže: ''Radujem se druže,
Što se i na trnu mogu naći ruže''

Jovan Jovanović Zmaj
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Symbolic interactionism
Symbolic interactionism: people assing menaing s to the 
reality surround them and then behave in accordance to 
those meanings
People don’t react to social situatioan as the are, but on 
the basis of menaings they have to them
“The situation which is perceived as a real, becomes 
real by its consequences"

ACTION REACTIONINTERPRE
TATION
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The interpretative schema

People understand world around them through  
meanings they attach in the process of interpretation to 
stimuli from the environment
Meanings people attach to events have been created in
the process of social interaction
Meanings are generalized, systematized and memorized 
in an interpretative shema 
Interpretative schema is “cognitive structure which
represents organized knowledge about a certain type of 
stimulus” Fiske, Taylor (1984)
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Organizational culture as a collective 
interpretative schema

Organizational culture is a system of menaings which
are present in interpretative schemes of most organizational
members (organizational culture as a collective mind) 
are created in members’ interactions and through their
collective experience
makes organizational members react to same stimuli in very
similiar way

Meanings in organizational culture can be  
Prescriptive
Descriptive
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Assumptions
External adaptation

Assumptions about mission, goal and strategy
Assumptions about ways to achieve goals
Assumptions about appropriate way to measure results
Assumptions about corective actions

Internal integration
Assumptions about shared language and concepts
Assumptions about border and identity of a group
Assumptions about power and influence 
Assumptions about intimacy, love and friendship
Assumptions about rewards and punishments
Assumptions about uncontrollable and unexplainable things
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Values
“Stable believe that certain way of behaving or certain
existential state is personally or socialy more desirable
than the opposite way of beahving or existential state“
(Rokeach, 1973)
Values are prescriptive cognitive components of a 
culture which shows people how to behave
Values are central and most researched element of 
organizational culture

Values determine behavior of managers and employees and
have direct impact on organizational performances
Values are in unconsciousness but not so deep as assumptions
so they are easer to retrieve and change

Values adetermine norms and attitudes
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Characteristics of values
Prescriptive – guidance for judging and acting
Unconsciousness
Duality, two pole of values
Stability because are in unconsciousness, the are 
developed over long period of time and beacuse are 
part of someone’s identity
Hierarchy of values
Levels of values

General values  
Definitional values   
Operative values  

Work related values
Individual and collective values
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Norms 

Norms: unwritten rules of behavior, practical guidance
for everyday actions in an organization

Norms are liaison between values and behavior : they 
are stemming from values and regulate behavior 

Norms are a form of social expectations formed ond the 
basis of shared values

Social group puts pressure on its members to fulfill
social expectation i.e. to accept and follow norms
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Attitudes
Attitudes stems from values and influence behavior of 
organizational members 
Attitudes shows relation of people to the object and 
predetermines their behavior in regard to the object 
Attitudes contains of three elements

Cognitive
Affective
Behavioral 

Each value implies a number of attitudes 
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Values, norms, attitudes and behavior

Values

Norms

Attitudes
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Internal 
factors

Real behavior 

Social 
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rules of 
behavior

Believes 
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Affection 
toward object 

Determination  
to behave in 
certain way 

toward object 
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Examples of organizational cultures 
Organizational culture of C market 

Authoritarism 
Specialization 
Purchase orientation 
Distrbutive logic 
Profit orientation 
Orientation toward supermarkets 

Organizational culture of Srpska fabrika stakla 
Purpose: “Company exists for workers to get salary”
Authoritarism: “Top management is here to make decisions, we 
are here onlx to implement those decisions”
Stability: “Don’t make waves”, Seat down and wait, 
sompething will happen”
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Values of organizational culture of 
Tarkett Bačka Planaka 

Development in a long run. Tarkett proves its value 
in a long run regardless of shorttemr profitability
Global perspective. Tarkett BP shoud function as a 
part of global company and to break up with a tradition. 
Flexibility. Tarkett BP should be abče to accept and
implement changes easily and quickly
Competence. Tarkett BP should be an organization of 
competent people where each employee and manager
make effort to develops his /her competences
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Values of organizational culture of 
Tarkett Bačka Planaka

Professionalism. Tarkett BP tshould be an
organization of professional people where every
employee and manager develops his /her
professionalism
Resulty orientation. There bsshould be constant
pressure toward achievement of results in every activity
in the company
Elitism. Tarkett BP should be led by small group of 
young and competent professionals and managers
Authoritarianism All decisions should be made at the 
top of organization, rest of organization should
implement them
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Values of organizational culture of 
Tarkett Bačka Planaka

56,4% 43,6%

52,8% 47,2%

67,1% 32,9%

62,9% 37,1%

59,8% 40,2%

43,2% 56,8%

40,0% 60,0%

57,6% 42,4%
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RAZVOJ U DUGOM ROKU 

GLOBALIZAM

FLEKSIBILNOST

KOMPETENTNOST LJUDI

PROFESIONALIZAM

PRITISAK NA REZULTAT

ELITIZAM

AUTORITARIZAM

Stepen prihvatanja vrednosti Stepen neprihvatanja vrednosti
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Values of organizational culture of 
Tarkett Bačka Planaka - Flexibility

3,32,0 5,9 12,5 76,3

37,1 17,9 21,2 14,6 9,3

4,61,35,3 10,5 78,3

21,3 10,0 20,7 24,7 23,3

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Fleksibilnost broja zaposlenih 

Fleksibilnost kapaciteta 

Prilagodjavanje potrebama potrošača

Uspešna preduzeća 
grade tržišnu poziciju 

na bazi svog 
tradicionalnog 

proizvoda 

Uspešna preduzeća se 
stalno prilagodjavaju 
potrebama potrošača

Uspešno preduzeće je 
ono koje uspe da 

zadrži sve svoje 
zaposlene čak i u 

uslovima kada nema 
dovoljno posla za sve

Uspešno preduzeće je ono 
koje stalno prilagođava broj 
zaposlenih realnim 
potrebama poslovanja, čak 
i kada to podrazumeva 
otpuštanje zaposlenih 

            Preduzeće 
treba da gradi 

kapacitete samo na 
domaćem tržištu 

Preduzeće treba da gradi 
kapacitete svuda gde je to 
isplativo 

Promene organizacije i načina rada 
Česte promene 
organizacije i načina rada 
su neophodne za dugoročni 
opstanak preduzeća 

Česte promene 
organizacije i načina 

rada mogu da ugroze 
poslovanje preduzeća
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Values of organizational culture of 
Tarkett Bačka Planaka – Result 
orientation

15,9 15,2 29,1 15,9 23,8

51,3 23,0 13,8 5,3 6,6

26,0 22,0 16,7 19,3 16,0

53,7 17,4 10,7 8,7 9,4

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Disciplina na radu nije
najvažnija stvar, važniji su

rezultati

Pravi menadžeri imaju čvrst 
stav prema zahtevima radnika i 
ne izlaze u susret njihovim 
molbama  

Pritisak da se ostvare dobri
razultati je štetan, dobro je

kada se radi opušteno

U dobroj organizaciji broj 
zaposlenih mora biti malo veći 
od minimalnog da bi se dobila 

potrebna fleksibilnost u radu 

Disciplina na radu mora u 
svakom trenutku biti izuzetno 
oštra 

Pravi menadžeri imaju fleksibilan
odnos prema zahtevima radnika

i često izlaze u susret njihovim
molbama

Pritisak da se ostvare dobri 
rezultati je stimulativan, dobro 
je  kada postoji tenzija

U dobroj organizaciji broj 
zaposlenih mora biti minimalan 
da bi se uštedelo na 
troškovima i povećala 
produktivnost

Visoka disciplina 

 Čvrst stil menadžera 

Pritisak da se ostvari rezultat 

Minimalizacija broja zaposlenih  
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Values of organizational culture of 
Tarkett Bačka Planaka – Result 
orientation

29,8 19,2 17,2 15,9 17,9

47,7 13,9 14,6 5,3 18,5

70,4 15,1 7,9 2,63,9

21,7 11,8 21,1 19,1 26,3

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Preopterećenost poslom 
U dobroj 

organizaciji radnici 
rade opušteno i 
uvek imaju malo 
''praznog hoda''

U dobroj organizaciji 
radnici su zauzeti 
poslom i nemaju 
vremena za ,,čašicu 
razgovora''

Sigurnost radnog mesta 
Za najbolje 

radnike radno 
mesto mora biti 

osigurano 

Nikome, pa ni 
najboljima, ne može 
biti osigurano radno 
mesto  

Jedna šansa 
Svakome treba 

pružiti drugu 
šansu da se 

iskaže ako 
jednom pogreši 

Svako treba da ima 
samo jednu šansu u 
karijeri da se iskaže, i 
ako to ne učini, više 
mu ne treba davati 
šansu 

Konkurencija zaposlenih Konkurencija 
izmedju radnika je 

loša, ona  kvari 
odnose izmedju 

ljudi 

Konkurencija izmedju 
radnika je dobra, 
ona motiviše ljude da 
više rade 
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Symbols 
Symbols are words, objects or acts which represent, 
enforce and transfer meanings created in cognitive
elements of culture and which can induce emotions ar 
actions
A symbol is a thing which represents the idea 
Symbols are all those things which can be  detected by 
our senses: everything which can be seen, smelled, 
heard or touched  
Symbols manifest meanings and help organizational 
members to create them
Symbols usually have meanings only for members of 
organization, not for outsiders
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Functions of symbols in organization 
Manifestation of meanings
Direction of organizational members’ behavior
Enabling communication
Integration of organizational members 
Socialization
Određivanje granica organizacione kulture
Maintaining an organizational culture
Chaning an organizational culture
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Types of symbols 
Semantic symbols: language, jargon, stories, myths,  
metaphors

Behavior symbols: rituals, ceremonies, pattern of 
behavior

Material symbols: premises, logotip, dress code, 
location, a company car 
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Handy’s classification of organizational 
cultures

Power culture People culture

Role culture Task culture

Hierarchy Egalitarianism

Orientation 
to people 

Orientation 
to tasks
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Dominant culture and subcultures 
Dominant culture 
Subcultures

Contra subculture
Supportive subculture
Ortogonal subculture 

A

B
C

D

Dominant 
culture

A

B

C

D
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Power culture 

Authoritarian culture

Leader centered culture, family metaphore 

Source of power: resource control and /or charisma 

Informal culture, personal control, no formal 
regulations 

Intensive communication and political processes 

Flexibility and incompetence of middle management, 
spin of effect 
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Role culture

Reason, rationality, mashine metaphore

Bureaucratic culture: focus on formal rules, 

structures, procedures, hierarchy

Source of power: hierarchical position 

Stability, order, certainty, efficiency

Rigidity,  psychological problems of members 
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Task culture

Focus on tasks, team metaphore

Source of power: competence 

Culture of acheivement

Teamwork, competetiveness

Initiative, innovation, flexibility

High level of conflict due to competetiveness
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People culture

Individual goals take over organizational goals

Individual autonomy is most important

Decentralization, participation 

Source of power: competence and political 

influence 

Creativity, innovation, professionalism 

Low loyalty to an organization 
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Competing values framework
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Competing values framework
Clan culture

Organization as extended family with a leader as a father
Long term development of human resoruces, work moral is 
very important
Consensus, teamwork, participation
Satisfaction of employees is the criteria of success

Adhocracy culture
Dynamic, creative, enterpreneurial organization
Inovation and risk taking, individual initiative and autonomy
Innovation is the criteria of success
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Competing values framework
Hierarchy culture

Organization is formalized and structured
Procedures and rules are guidance for individual and collective
actions
Efficiency and absence of conflicts are the criteria for success
Stability, control, order, certainty

Market culture
Result oriented organization
Hard work, results and competition
Market performance is the criteria of success
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Sources of organizational culture

National culture 

Leader or founder 

Industry sector
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Process of organizational culture 
change 

VISION
MISSION

INTERPRETATIVE 
SCHEMES

I Defining target values

II Dignosis of existing
values

MANAGEMENT 

EMPLOYEES

III Analysis of the gap
between target values

and existing values

IV Planning culture
change

V Implementstion
of changes

New
culture
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Strategies for organizational culture 
change 

Direct strategy – communication 
Verbal communication 

Meetings
Direct persuasion 
Written communication 

Non verbal communication 
Symbolic communication 

Semantic symbols
Behavioral symbols
Materal symbols 
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Strategies for organizational culture 
change

Indirect strategy – cognitive disonance
State of inconsistency between assumptions, values, attitudes 
or norms on one side and behavior on the other side 
Very unpleasant, frustrating state people generaly wants to 
escape from 
Two ways of resolving cognitive disonance

To change someone’s values, attitudes, norms 
To change someone’s behavior 

When organizational members are induced, for a some time, 
without obvious force, to behave in a way which is inconsistent 
with their values and attitudes, they will first try to change 
their behavior
Ifg it is not possible they will change their values, attitudes,
norms which will produce change of organizational culture 
Tools for indirect cultural changes: changes in systems, 
structures, procedures, rules, leadership style 
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Leadership and organizational culture 
Structural functionalism perspective: organization has a 
culture, a leader work on a culture 
Interpretative perspective: organization is a culture and 
leader work within a culture
Leadership shapes organizational culture or 
organizational culture shapes leadership 
A research result: leadership explaines 24% od 
variability in cultural values and organizational culture 
explaines 14% of a variability of leadership styles 
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The impact of leadership on 
organizational culture 

Cognitive explanation: 
a leader shapes culture by shaping solutions of two basic 
organizational problems: external adaptation and integral 
integration 
An organizational culture develops through the process of 
learning where resolutions of everyday problems an 
organization faces are then repeated, pushed into 
unconsciousness, transformed into norms, values and 
assumtions and taken for granted in all future situations
Leaders are in position to decide which solutions will be applied 
to problems and, if they are succesfull, their own propositions 
will be accepted by organizational members and becomes a 
part of organizational culture 
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The impact of leadership on 
organizational culture

Interpretative explanation 
Leaders create and impose meanings of a reality on 
organizational members, leader has central role in the process 
of meaning creation during the interpretation of reality
During this process a leader acquire an interpretative power 
Succesfulness of a leader in shaping culturre depends mostly 
on his /her coneptual ability and communication skills
When those meanings are accepted and shared by most of 
members of organization, they become cognitive content of 
organizational culture 
So, leader becomes a source of organizational culture 
Leader usually transfer his /her own interpretative schema to 
organizational members so organizational culture as a 
collective interpretative schema is manifestation of leaders 
individual interpretative schema 
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The impact of leadership on 
organizational culture

CEO Values
Self-direction 

Security
Benevolence

Organizational Culture
Innovation 
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Sales growth
Efficiency
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The impact of organizational culture on 
leadership 

Leadership as a cultural symbol, leader work within a 
culture
Leader and followers equally participate in the proces of 
meaning creation during the interpretation of reality 
The leader cannot impose his/her view of reality to the 
followers if he/she had not previously been accepted as 
a leader 
In order to be accepted as a leader, the messages 
he/she sends must be culturally accepted, i.e. they 
must correspond to the existing cultural assumptions, 
beliefs and values 
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The impact of organizational culture on 
leadership

Leader, therefore, cannot impose the meanings 
of reality completely freely and regardless of 
the meanings the existing culture implicates
A leader becomes a leader because he/she just 
articulates some meanings and images of reality which 
“exist somewhere” among his/her followers.
Organization, social group or nation actually “singles 
out” the leader that the most members want
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The impact of organizational culture on 
leadership

Authoritarianism 
/ Low followers' 

participation

Democratism / 
High followers' 
participation

Orientation to 
people and 

social structure

Orientation to 
tasks and work 

structure

People oriented 
authoritative 

style

People oriented 
participative style

Task oriented 
authoritative 

style

Task oriented 
participative style
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The impact of organizational culture on 
leadership

Authoritarianism Egalitarianism

Orientation to 
people, social 
structure and 
interpersonal 
relationships

Orientation to 
tasks and 

work structure

Power culture (H)
Family culture(T)

Role culture (H)
Eiffel Tower Culture 

(T)

Adhocracy culture
Guided missile culture 

(T)

People culture (H)
Incubator culture 

(T)
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The impact of organizational culture on 
leadership

Authoritarianism 
/ Low 

participation

Egalitarianism / 
High 

participation

Orientation to 
people and 

social structures

Orientation to 
tasks and work 

structure

Power/ family 
culture

People oriented
authoritative 

style

People / incubator 
culture

People oriented 
participative style

Role / Eiffel Tower 
culture

Task oriented 
authoritative style

Task / 
guided missile 

culture
Task oriented 

participative style
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National culture and leadership 

National culture is a system of assumptions, beleives, 
values and norms shared by members of a nation which
determine the way they understand world around them
and how to behave in that world. 
National culture is «mental programming: pattern of 
thinking, feeling and acting wich a person acquire in
childhood and then observe throughout the life»
Hofstede, 2001.
Dimensions of national culture are answers of a society
to some fundamental questions of its existence
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Hofstede’s dimension of national
culture

Power distance 
Is a solution to the question of equality among member of a  
society 

an extent at which powerless in a society accept  the fact that 
the power is distributed unequally 

High power distance means that people generaly think thatit is 
natural, unavoidable, justified that power in a society is 
unequally distributed 

Low power distance meanins that people gerenrally think that 
powwr should be as equally distributied in a society as it is 
possible 
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Hofstede’s dimension of national
culture

Uncertainty avoidance
Shows how society resolve problem of unknown, uncertainty, 
risk, change, novelty 

An extant at which people feel unconfortable and anxious in a 
situation of uncertainty, ambiguity, risk, differences, neweness

High uncetainty avoidance means that people don’t accept 
uncertainty, ambiguity, risk, change, neweness, diferences

Low uncetainty avoidance means that people have a high 
tolerance toward uncertainty, ambiguity, risk, change, 
neweness, diferences
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Hofstede’s dimension of national
culture

Individualism – collectivism
Shows what is appropriate kind of relations between an 
indvidual and collective he /she belongs in a society 

Individuallism means that an individual interests and goals 
prevail over collective ones, that I is always more important 
then WE, that social structure and relations among individuals 
ina society are loose

Collectivism means that colletive goals and interests prevail 
over individual ones, that WE is more importan than I, that 
social structure and relation among people in a society are 
tight 
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Hofstede’s dimension of national
culture

Masculinity Masculinity –– femininityfemininity
Shows general attitude ina society toward gender differencesShows general attitude ina society toward gender differences

Masculine cultures are those where so called masculine Masculine cultures are those where so called masculine 
atributes are highly valued like: assertiveness, ambition, atributes are highly valued like: assertiveness, ambition, 
decisiveness, agressiveness, earning of material goods and decisiveness, agressiveness, earning of material goods and 
welfare, value of a man/woman is measured by how much he welfare, value of a man/woman is measured by how much he 
/she earns, doing cultures/she earns, doing cultures

Femininie cultures are those where so called feminine atributes Femininie cultures are those where so called feminine atributes 
are highly valued like: nurturing relationships, a harmony with are highly valued like: nurturing relationships, a harmony with 
other people, a harmony with a nature, a quality of life, value other people, a harmony with a nature, a quality of life, value 
of a man /woman is measured by his /her a position in a social of a man /woman is measured by his /her a position in a social 
network, beeing culturenetwork, beeing culture
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Clusters of national cultures
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Clusters of national cultures
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Clusters of national cultures
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avoidance

Low

High

Femininity Masculinity
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Dimensions of Serbian national culture
DIMENSIONS INDEX RANK

1-52

Power distance 76 (11-104) 12

Uncertainty avoidance 88 (8-112) 8

Individualism 27 (6-91) 33-35

Masculinity 21 (5-95) 48-49
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National cultures of Serbia, Croatia and
Slovenia
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ITA 70
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The impact of national culture on 
leadership

High power distance
Benevolent authocratic style
Leader as a patter familias
Directionas a tactics of 
influence
More frequent abuse of 
power by leader
Leader – follower realtionship
based on emotions
Leader’s status symbols are
accepted

Low power distance 
Participative or democtatic
style
Leader as a team player
Persuasion and negotiations
as a tactics of influence
Less frequent abuse of 
power by leader
Leader – follower
realtionship based on reason
Leader’s status symbols are
not accepted
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The impact of national culture on 
leadership

Collectivism
Leader has to carry out
subordinates’ interests

High uncertainty avoidance
Negative for empowerment

Feminine values

Orientation to people

Individualism
Leader has to carry out
organization’ interests

Low uncertainty avoidance
Positive for empowerment

Masculine values

Orientation to tasks
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The impact of national culture on 
leadership

High power 
distance – low 
participation

Low power 
distance – high 

participation 

Femininity / 
collectivism -
orientation to 

people

Masculinity / 
individualism -
orientation to 

tasks

People oriented
authoritative 

style

People oriented 
participative style

Task oriented 
authoritative style

Task oriented 
participative style
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